2. Robust estimates of the actual number of interactions (links) within diversified ecological networks require adequate sampling effort that needs to be explicitly gauged. Yet we still lack a sampling theory explicitly focusing on ecological interactions.
3. While the complete inventory of interactions is likely impossible, a robust characterization of its main patterns and metrics is probably realistic. We must acknowledge that a sizable fraction of the maximum number of interactions I max among, say, A animal species and P plant species (i.e., I max = AP ) is impossible to record due to forbidden links, the restrictions imposed by the organisms life-histories. Thus, the number of observed interactions I in robustly sampled networks is typically I << I max , resulting in extremely sparse interaction matrices with low connectance. 4. Reasons for forbidden links are multiple but mainly stem from spatial and temporal uncoupling of partner species encounters and from intrinsically low probabilities of interspecific encounter for many of the potential pairwise interactions. Adequately assessing the completeness of a network of ecological interactions thus needs a deep knowledge of the natural history details embedded, so that forbidden links can be "discounted" when addressing sampling effort. 5. Here I provide a review and outline a conceptual framework for interaction sampling by building an explicit analogue to individuals and species sampling, thus extending diversity-monitoring approaches to the characterization of complex networks of ecological interactions. This is crucial to assess the fast-paced and devastating effects of defaunation-driven loss of key ecological tions stem from researchers interested in food web analyses and in determining the 48 biases of undersampled food web metrics (Martinez, 1991; Cohen et al., 1993; Mar-49 tinez, 1993; Bersier, Banasek-Richter & Cattin, 2002; Brose, Martinez & Williams, the potential biases that taxa-focused sampling may generate in observed network 150 patterns, for example by generating consistently asymmetric interaction matrices 151 (Dormann et al., 2009) . System symmetry has been suggested to influence esti-152 mations of generalization levels in plants and animals when measured as I A and 153 I P (Elberling & Olesen, 1999) ; thus, differences in I A and I P between networks 154 may arise from different A : P ratios rather than other ecological factors (Olesen 155 & Jordano, 2002) .
156
Interestingly enough, quite complete analyses of interaction networks can be increased 1.43-fold, mean plant connectivity went from 18.5 to 26.4, and mean 162 pollinator connectivity from 2.9 to 4.1; moreover, extreme specialist pollinator 163 species (singletons in the adjacency matrix) decreased 0.6-fold. Zoo-centric sam-164 pling has recently been extended with the use of DNA-barcoding, for example 165 with plant-herbivore (Jurado-Rivera et al., 2009 ) and plant-frugivore interactions 166 (González-Varo, Arroyo & Jordano, 2014) . For mutualistic networks we would ex-167 pect that zoo-centric sampling could help unveiling interactions for rare species or 168 for relatively common species which are difficult to sample by direct observation.
169
Future methodological work may provide significant advances showing how mixing 170 different sampling strategies strengthens the completeness of network data. These 171 mixed strategies may combine, for instance, focal analyses, pollen load or seed 172 contents, camera traps, and DNA barcoding records. We might expect increased 173 power of these mixed sampling approaches when combining different methods from 174 both phyto-and zoo-centric perspectives (Bosch et al., 2009; Blüthgen, 2010) .
175
Sampling interactions: rationale 176 The number of distinct pairwise interactions that we can record in a landscape (an 177 area of relatively homogeneous vegetation, analogous to the one we would use to 178 monitor species diversity) is equivalent to the number of distinct classes in which 179 we can classify the recorded encounters among individuals of two different species.
180
Yet, individual-based plant-animal interaction networks have been only recently 181 studied (Dupont, Trøjelsgaard & Olesen, 2011) . We walk in the forest and see 182 a blackbird T m picking an ivy Hh fruit and ingesting it: we have a record for 183 on hawthorn Cm fruits so we record a T m − Cm interaction; as we advance we 185 encounter another ivy plant and record a blackcap swallowing a fruit so we now work parameters is a central issue in the study of ecological interaction networks 210 (Jordano, 1987; Bascompte & Jordano, 2014) . In contrast with traditional species 211 diversity estimates, sampling networks has the paradox that despite the poten-212 tially interacting species being present in the sampled assemblage (i.e., included in 213 the A and P species lists), some of their pairwise interactions are impossible to be 214 recorded. The reason is forbidden links. Independently of whether we sample full 215 communities of subset communities we face a problem: some of the interactions 216 that we can visualize in the empty adjacency matrix ∆ will simply not occur. Thus, 217 independently of the sampling effort we put, we'll never document these pairwise as structural zeroes in the interaction matrix, i.e., matrix cells that cannot get a 228 non-zero value. So, we need to account for the frequency of these structural zeros 229 in our matrix before proceeding. For example, most measurements of connectance 230 C = I/(AP ) implicitly ignore the fact that by taking the full product AP in the 231 denominator they are underestimating the actual connectance value, i.e., the frac- 
We can represent the successive samples where 324 we can potentially get records of these interactions in a matrix with the vectorized 325 interaction matrix and columns representing the successive samples we take (Table   326 3). This is simply a vectorized version of the interaction matrix.
327
For example, mixture models incorporating detectabilities have been proposed 328 to effectively account for rare species (Mao & Colwell, 2005 where [1] corresponds to a weighted network, and [2] to a qualitative network.
353
The detection rates λ i depend on the relative abundances φ i of the interactions, there is no theory developed to estimate this "biologically real" asymptotic value.
382
where X is the pairwise interaction, N X is the number of times interaction X 432 is recorded, T is the sample size (number of distinct interactions recorded) and 433 E(1) is an estimate of how many different interactions were recorded exactly once.
434
Strictly speaking Equation (1) gives the probability that the next interaction type 435 recorded will be X, after sampling a given assemblage of interacting species. In 436 other words, we scale down the maximum-likelihood estimator n T by a factor of 437 individuals each) (colored balls), sampled with increasing effort in steps 1 to 6 717 (panels). In Step 1 we record animal species 1 and plant species 1 and 2 with 718 a total of three interactions (black lines) represented as two distinct interactions: 719 1 − a and 1 − b. As we advance our sampling (panels 1 to 6, illustrating e.g.,
720
additional sampling days) we record new distinct interactions. Note that we actu- Unobserved links U L = I max − I Number of zeroes in the adjacency matrix.
Forbidden links F L Number of links, which remain unobserved because of linkage constraints, irrespectively of sufficient sampling effort.
Missing links M L = AP − I − F L Number of links, which may exist in nature but need more sampling effort and/or additional sampling methods to be observed. F L A · · · (· · ·) 5 (0.0115) 150 (0.445) a · · · (· · ·) 20 (0.1183) 61 (0.0947) F L O · · · (· · ·) · · · (· · ·) 38 (0.1128) b · · · (· · ·) · · · (· · ·) 363 (0.5637) 
